DNAs of differing quality/quantity. DNAs "A" and "B" were extracted and quantified by different laboratories using different protocols. ARCS plotted points are means of 2 replicates. Real time data was obtained using 4 replicates for target sequence and 4 replicates for reference sequence.
Supplementary Figure 3.
Upper: Plot of ratio and yield for CCL3L1. Lower: Plot of ratio and yield for CCL3L1, with ratio linearly corrected for yield-associated skewing. included between universal and gene-specific sequences, offer the maximum protection against dimer formation. For each gene-specific primer pair (CNV or reference) the corresponding column contains the dinucleotide sequences that should be included between universal and gene-specific sequence for the forward and reverse primers. The subsequent columns list all possible combinations of those four dinucleotides in terms of whether they will match or mismatch in a "panhandle" structure. Perfect matches effectively prevent strand invasion (see Figure 2 c,d ) and thus dimer amplification, whilst imperfect mismatches reduce strand invasion efficiency, compromising dimer amplification in favour of the target-specific products. Python code to find ARCS exclusion doublets for primer design.
Primer
def revcomp(seq): subst = {"a":"t","c":"g","g":"c"," for item in scores: result.append(str(item)) return ("\t".join(result)) else:
return ( 
